It is the purpose of this paper to construct unique factorization (uf) monoids and domains. The principal results are: (1) The free product of a well-ordered set of monoids is a uf-monoid iff every monoid in the set is a uf-monoid. (2) If M is an ordered monoid and F is a field, the ring ^[[iW"]] of all formal power series with well-ordered support is a uf-domain iff M is naturally ordered (i.e., whenever b <a and aMp\bM¿¿0, then aMQbM).
By a monoid, we shall always mean a cancellative semigroup with identity element. All rings are assumed to have unities, and integral domains and fields are not assumed to be commutative.
If R is an integral domain, then the multiplicative monoid of nonzero elements is denoted by i?x. For any ring or monoid A, U(A) will denote its group of units.
A monoid M is called a unique factorization monoid (uf-monoid) iff for every mEM -U(M), any two factorizations of m have a common refinement.
That is, if m=aia2 ■ ■ ■ ar = bib2 ■ ■ ■ bs, then the a's and 6's can be factored, say ai = ci • • • c,, a2 = a+i ■ ■ ■ Cj, ■ ■ ■ , 61 = di ■ ■ ■ dk, b2=dk+i ■ ■ • dp, ■ ■ ■ , in such a way that cn=dn for all n. An integral domain R is called a unique factorization domain (uf-domain) iff Rx is a uf-monoid. A monoid M with relation < is said to be ordered by < iff < is a transitive linear ordering such that whenever a<b then ac<bc and ca<cb for all cEM. We call M a positive monoid iff M equals its positive cone M+= {aEM\a^l}.
An ordered monoid M is said to be naturally ordered (see [4, p. 154] ) iff whenever aM(~\bM¿¿0 and b<a, then aMEbM.
It is the purpose of this paper to show ways of constructing ufmonoids and uf-domains. The two principal results are as follows. Theorem 1. The free product of a well-ordered set of monoids is a uf-monoid iff every monoid in the set is a uf-monoid. where all a^^l and ij&ij+i for each/. Evidently a is a unit iff each at) is a unit in M%. If a is a nonunit, then a can be expressed uniquely in the form a=a'u where a'=atl • ■ • a,r, u=air+l ■ • • a,n, a,-r is not a unit in Mir, and m is a unit. We call a' right unit-free. If r =«, then a'=a and m = 1. Similarly, a=va" for some unit z; and some left unit-free a" E Ilr Mi. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Hence, M is naturally ordered. A consequence of this proposition is that a positive uf-monoid is naturally ordered.
If {Mj|îGr} is a well-ordered set of ordered monoids, then their orders can be extended to M' = JJr-Mi, possibly in many different ways. One way is called the Y-ordering: a<b iff there exists kEY such that a(i) =b(i) for all i<k and a(k) <b(k). If {Afj|i£r} is a well-ordered set of ordered monoids, then the orderings in the A7< can also be extended to an ordering in YL* Mi [5] . In fact, the ordering in Yl* M, can be chosen as an extension of any ordering in JJr Af, in the sense that the natural epimorphism IJ* Mi->Hr Mi will be order-preserving.
We shall assume, henceforth, that whatever ordering we choose in JJ* Mi, it preserves the ordering in every Mi. Hence, if all the Mi are positive monoids, then [J* Mi is also positive. It follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 3 that a free product of positive uf-monoids is naturally ordered, no matter which order we choose in JJr Mi.
An example to show that the free product might be naturally ordered even if some of the monoids are not positive is as follows:
Mt be an ordered group, and A7=Afi * M2.
If M is ordered by an extension of this (1, 2)-ordering in MiXM2, then each aEM, a<i, is in Af2 and hence is a unit. Thus, M is naturally ordered by Theorem 1 and Proposition 3. If the (2, 1)ordering is used in MxXMi and aEM2, a<\, then ax<\.
Since ax is not a unit, M is not naturally ordered according to Proposition 3, although both Mx and M2 are naturally ordered.
For The following result is proved for ordered groups in [4, p. 135 ]. Since the proof does not seem to carry over readily to monoids, we have supplied a new proof. Proof. Assume that B(£W(M), so that B contains infinite descending chains, and let 5 be the set of all such chains in B. Also, let A = {aEB\an>C for some CG S and some integer m>0|, where an>C means an>c for every cEC. Finally, let b be the least element of A and r be the least positive integer such that bT> C for some CES.
If br>C,
where C={ck} and ci>c2> • • • , then each Ck = bkibk2 • ■ ■ bknkior some bkiEB. Let bk = max{bki\i = l, • ■ • , w*}.
Since btk^Ck>Ck+i> ■ ■ , evidently each bkEA. Thus, bk^b for every k. We note that r > 1 ; for if b > Ck for each k, then b > c* 2ï 6* since inf 2J>1. Now each Ck has the form Ck-pkbkqk for some £4, qkEB \j{\}.
Since Clearly xj) is the least element of S. We conclude that iM', <d) is well-ordered.
Then M, with any ordering which is an extension of <<*, is also well-ordered. If R = F[ [M] ], then R is the set of all power series ¿2 a"a-Thus, R is the power series domain considered by Cohn in [l].
The three different orderings in M = U* M{ considered above lead to three different power series rings i? = P[[M]]. Each of these rings is a uf-domain for any field F by Theorem 2. In particular, if the ordering <<¡ is used we have another proof of Cohn's result in [l] that R is rigid. The example given above, M=Mi * M2, where Mi= {x"| nEZ+}, M2 is any ordered group, and the (1, 2)-ordering is taken in M = MiXM2, is naturally ordered. Hence, i( = F[[JIi]] is a uf-domain.
Evidently R is also rigid. If the (2, 1)-ordering is taken in M, the resulting ring P = F[ [M] ] is not a uf-domain since M is not naturally ordered. Actually, P is not even local. For if aEM2, a<l, and b = -ax +1, c=ax, then b-\-c is a unit in P although neither o nor c is a unit since inf o = inf c = ax is not a unit.
